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Have a lovely
vacation!
Eriklinna invites You to come and enjoy
Laplands nature and individual services.
If pampering and intense experiences
are what You look for during Your
vacation, our well-equipped, spacious
and luxurious log cabin awaits.

Warm
Luxurious

Bring Your family, friends or customers
to experience first-class pampering in a
lovely, invigorating environment.
You are most cordially welcome!

spa atmosphere

can be experienced in a jacuzzi, in an
aromatherapeutic steam shower or
with coloured lights and music. You can
sink Your feet in an herbal bath or book
pampering treatments in Eriklinna. You
can relax and enjoy the heat in our
sauna whenever You want.

Wild

Explore the wild nature and local
culture safely with an experienced
guide. Hiking at the fells of Ylläs,
trekking, snowshoeing, fishing and
snow sculpting are unforgettable
vacation experiences that will make
You want to come back over and over
again.

The power of nature
When You have decided to devote Your
precious vacation entirely on relaxing,
You can book invigorating, relaxing
and renewing treatments on location.
We offer a range of effective and
traditional treatments. Also products
made of ingredients found in the
Lappish nature can be used if You like.
These pampering moments will make
Your vacation unforgettable!

High Quality

Unique & genuine

Pampering

parties &
customer events
purest nature

Authentic

Our well-equipped log cabin offers
outstanding surroundings even for a
larger entourage to celebrate, to have
a creative meeting, and to relax. The
kitchen, spa, livingroom and bedrooms
don´t leave a lot to be desired.

Effortless
All Ice Lapland Oy
Eriklinna | Chalets 1 | ylläs

Renting:
All Ice Myynti Oy / Anna-Liisa Lindström
+358 500 824 839
myynti@allice.fi
Additional information on our website!

ask for massages and other

treatments performed in Eriklinna.

www.eriklinna.fi

